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JAC SNOWSTORM PROCEDURE 
 
 
John Abbott College uses the following procedure in severe weather conditions.  

A. In case of an overnight snowfall (including Friday night),  
1. DG initiates the process of discussion the night before by email and text to each of AD, and 

Dir FMS 
2. The following morning, from 5:45 to 6:00 am they evaluate the driving conditions by 

gathering data from: 
i. Information/news received from radio and television reports (all); 

ii. Call 511 for road conditions information (AD or DG); 
iii. Check with Campus Security about conditions on and en-route to our campus (Dir 

FMS). 
3. At 6:00 the three dial in to the conference line to discuss the situation 

i. If they consider the conditions are severe enough and unsafe, as a team they 
recommend closing the College (Final decision order in case of absence:  DG then AD 
then Dir FMS). 

4. If the decision is made to close the college: 
i. AD calls Dir Cont Ed to discuss the Continuing Education situation and its closing is 

evaluated 
ii. AD calls Registrar to send out message via MIO to students and staff; 

iii. Dir FMS texts the other Directors with the decision 
iv. Directors communicate with Managers who communicate with their staff 
v. DG contacts Mgr Comm or delegate (in the case of Manager’s absence) with the 

decision; 
vi. Mgr Comm/Communications’ delegate call and emails the radio and TV stations (see 

next page); 
vii. Mgr Comm/Communications’ delegate posts the information on the JAC website 

and on the portal; 
viii. Mgr Comm/Communications’ delegate adds a message to the voicemail box. 

ix. Registrar sends out a message to cancel all classes 
B. In case of a severe snowfall during the day:  

1. DG and/or AD monitor the driving conditions and if they consider them severe enough and 
unsafe to close “completely” or “partially” the College then:  

i. Normal overnight procedure applies (see A4 above); 
ii. H&S Mgr or designate announces the closing over the intercom; 

iii. In case of a partial closing, Directors provide essential services. 
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Essential Services 
 
 
Security and snow removal 
Residence supervision  
Link to / communication with employees  
Food and water availability (dependent upon situation) 
Facilities (services dependent upon situation) 
Technology (dependent upon situation)  
 
Notes: 
 
1.  For safety reasons, when the college is officially closed, the sign-in and sign-out procedure in effect on 
weekends and holidays takes effect. 

 


